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Our clothes rails are not any old clothes rails! They have a unique design which 
means they are simple and straight forward to assemble. This commercial quality 
product is used all across the UK in major high street stores through to independent 
retailers and thousands of UK homes and businesses. You will not be disappointed 
with your purchase. I guarantee it! 
 
To get the very best from your clothes rail we recommend you follow our very simple 
assembly instructions to get you started. Which ever set up you have purchased, we 
recommend you build the single, stand alone rail first so that you can see how the 
rail goes together. Any accessories purchased to go with your rail can be added to it 
later once you fully appreciate how the basic rail goes together. 

Assembly Instructions for building any size clothes rail 
 
1. Start by attaching the side upright poles into the triangle wheel sections. 

These will simple spring-lock into position. 
 
2. If you are using the castors, now is a good time to push them into place. They 

are fully inserted once you hear a noticeable “CLICK” 
 

3. Take the bottom u shaped support and insert into the underside of the two 
side sections until your rail looks like the example on the left. (Pic1) 

 
4. The rail will now splay outwards creating the illusion that the bottom is either 

bent or misshaped. This is COMPLETELY NORMAL!! (Pic2) 
 

5. Attach your top hanging rail onto ONE SIDE only of the clothes rail. The top 
rail will now hang short at the other and look like it is to short for the rail. This 
is COMPLETELY NORMAL! 

 
6. Go to the end that is hanging short. Place one hand on the top rail and one 

hand on the side upright and pull the side upright inwards. Pull Hard until 
it lines up with the top rail. Then simply slot the top rail into place. (Pic3) 

 
7. By pulling the side support inwards you are creating the tension required to 

make our clothes rails rigid and solid. You will now find the rail has 
straightened up and all the parts are securely in place. 

 
8. If you have bought height extensions, centre rails or shelves you can start to 

attach them now. Simply remove the top rail, slide your centre rail to the 
desired height, finger tighten the screws and then if necessary give them a 
few half turns with pliers to really secure them in place. Insert the height 
extensions and then put the top rail back on. It really is that simple! 

 
9. If all else fails, go to our website, look along the top of the home page for our 

Assembly guide section. Here you will find links to our assembly videos which 
will guide you through the building process. Happy Clothes Hanging! 
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